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  Abstract 22 
 23 
Recent models of the neural encoding of speech suggest a core role for amplitude modulation 24 
(AM) structure, particularly regarding AM phase alignment. Accordingly, speech tasks that 25 
measure linguistic development in children may exhibit systematic properties regarding AM 26 
structure. Here the acoustic structure of spoken items in child phonological and 27 
morphological tasks, phoneme deletion and plural elicitation, was investigated.  The phase 28 
synchronisation index (PSI), reflecting the degree of phase alignment between pairs of AMs, 29 
was computed for 3 AM bands (delta, theta, beta/low gamma; 0.9-2.5 Hz, 2.5-12 Hz, 12-40 30 
Hz respectively), for five spectral bands covering 100 – 7250 Hz. For phoneme deletion, data 31 
from 94 child participants with and without dyslexia was used to relate AM structure to 32 
behavioural performance. Results revealed that a significant change in magnitude of the 33 
phase synchronisation index (∆PSI) of slower AMs (delta-theta) systematically accompanied 34 
both phoneme deletion and plural elicitation. Further, children with dyslexia made more 35 
linguistic errors as the delta-theta ∆PSI  increased. Accordingly, ∆PSI between slower 36 
temporal modulations in the speech signal systematically distinguished test items from 37 
accurate responses and predicted task performance. This may suggest that sensitivity to 38 
slower AM information in speech is a core aspect of phonological and morphological 39 
development. 40 
 41 
Keywords: phonology, morphology, amplitude modulation, phase synchronisation 42 
43 
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  44 
I. INTRODUCTION 45 
Classically, the study of children’s spoken language acquisition has been investigated 46 
using a spectrogram model of the speech signal. The acoustic speech signal is highly 47 
complex, and the spectrogram is one way of conceptualising this complexity, depicting the 48 
presence of energy across frequency over time. This depiction highlights the importance of 49 
rapidly-changing acoustic cues such as voice onset time and formant structure in word 50 
formation. Such rapidly-changing cues have consequently been considered the primary basis 51 
for language development (e.g., Eimas, 1970), and for developmental disorders of language 52 
learning (e.g., Specific Language Impairment, SLI, and developmental dyslexia; Tallal, 53 
2004). However, the speech signal has also been analysed in terms of slower changes in 54 
intensity or energy (amplitude modulation, AM) over time, i.e. the speech ‘amplitude 55 
envelope’ (Shannon et al., 1995, Loizou 1999). The slower envelope changes are found to be 56 
necessary for speech perception (Kanedera, 1999) and have been successfully modelled in 57 
speech comprehension studies (Elliot & Theunissen, 2009).  Sensitivity to slower AM-related 58 
cues may thus also play a role in language learning and developmental language disorders 59 
(Goswami, 2011). In the current study, the acoustic structure of the amplitude envelope was 60 
analysed for two popular child speech tasks, phoneme deletion and plural elicitation. The 61 
analyses suggested a core role for the phase synchronisation of slower AMs in the envelope 62 
for successful responding in each task. 63 
The focus here on the amplitude envelope was motivated by recent neural models of 64 
speech processing (Giraud & Poeppel, 2012), in which acoustic AM patterns nested in the 65 
amplitude envelope (energy fluctuations at different temporal rates) and their phase relations 66 
are a key target of successful neural encoding. Most of the slow energy modulations within 67 
the amplitude envelope reflect intensity patterns associated with syllable production 68 
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(Greenberg, 2006). Nevertheless, within the overall amplitude envelope are the many 69 
amplitude envelopes of the constituent frequencies changing at different temporal rates, 70 
sensitivity to all of which may in principle be important for language encoding. If neural 71 
encoding of such modulations is central to linguistic behaviour, then AM structure might also 72 
play a key role in successful responding in different tasks that measure language 73 
development. Two such tasks were selected for analysis, phoneme deletion and plural 74 
elicitation. In phoneme deletion tasks, a target phoneme must be removed from an item, and 75 
in plural elicitation tasks, the morpheme s must be added to an item. These tasks are widely 76 
used for diagnostic purposes in the developmental language literature (e.g., Melby-Lervåg et 77 
al., 2012). The goal of the analyses was to investigate in principle whether individual 78 
differences in sensitivity to the amplitude modulation hierarchy, nested in the amplitude 79 
envelope, might play a role in accurate task performance.  80 
The modelling built on the child-directed speech work of Leong et al. (2014), who 81 
articulated an AM-based modelling perspective motivated by adult ‘multi-time resolution’ 82 
models of neural speech encoding (e.g., Poeppel, 2003; Greenberg, 2006; Chait et al., 2015). 83 
Multi-time resolution models propose that cortical oscillatory networks encode temporal 84 
modulation patterns in speech at the speech-relevant rates of delta (~1 – 3 Hz), theta (~4 – 8 85 
Hz), beta (~15 – 30 Hz), and low gamma (~30 – 50 Hz; rates from Poeppel, 2014), binding 86 
the information together to give the final speech percept (Ghitza, 2011; Giraud & Poeppel, 87 
2012). The temporal alignment of neural oscillatory rhythms with speech rhythms is called 88 
oscillatory phase alignment or entrainment. For example, Gross et al. (2013) demonstrated 89 
that the adult brain encodes the temporal modulation structure of speech by responding in 90 
hierarchical phase-phase and phase-amplitude relationships in the delta, theta and gamma 91 
bands, with delta-band responding governing this neural hierarchy. Accurate entrainment by 92 
adults depends in part on sensitivity to amplitude ‘rise times’, also known as auditory ‘edges’. 93 
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It is these edges, of the amplitude modulations in the continuous acoustic signal, that phase-94 
reset oscillating cell networks so that their oscillations become phase-aligned with 95 
corresponding amplitude modulations in the speech signal (Gross et al., 2013; Doelling et al., 96 
2014). The importance of oscillatory phase entrainment to the temporal modulation patterns 97 
in speech for successful speech encoding and comprehension is now relatively well-98 
established in studies with adults (Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Poeppel, 2014; for reviews). 99 
Oscillatory phase entrainment to speech by children has to date only been investigated 100 
in populations with developmental dyslexia. It has been established that children with 101 
developmental dyslexia in a range of languages (English, Spanish, French, Finnish, 102 
Hungarian, Dutch and Chinese) are relatively insensitive to amplitude envelope rise times 103 
(i.e. edges) (Goswami, 2015, for a recent review). Further, in both English and Spanish, 104 
oscillatory phase entrainment in the delta band appears atypical in children with 105 
developmental dyslexia (in tasks using syllables, sentences or stories, see Power et al., 2013; 106 
2016; Molinaro et al., 2016). These data are consistent with the hypothesis that the linguistic 107 
processing difficulties found in children with developmental dyslexia may be related to 108 
atypical neural entrainment to the AM structure of speech (Goswami, 2011). However, the 109 
AM structure of speech tasks used to identify children with dyslexia (or with SLI) has not yet 110 
been widely investigated. The exception is rhyme awareness, in which analyses of the AM 111 
structure of rhyming words showed that delta-rate AMs played a key role in phonological 112 
similarity judgements (Leong & Goswami, 2016). In the current modelling studies, the aim is 113 
to investigate whether the phase alignment of amplitude modulation information in the 114 
speech signal of items in other child phonological and morphological tasks might carry 115 
important phonological or morphological information. If this were the case, then individual 116 
differences in acoustic sensitivity to AM information might affect children’s ability to use 117 
AM cues in the speech signal to learn phonology and/or morphology. 118 
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  119 
II METHODS 120 
A. Participants 121 
Ninety-four children provided behavioural data for correlational analyses for the 122 
phoneme deletion task: 41 children with dyslexia ([DYS], 22 male, 19 female); 29 123 
chronological age-matched controls ([CA], 12 male, 17 female); and 24 reading-level 124 
matched controls ([RL], 11 male, 13 female). The children were all taking part in a 125 
longitudinal study of developmental dyslexia (see Goswami et al., 2013), and the data used 126 
here were collected in Year 4 of the study, when the children with dyslexia were aged on 127 
average 11 years. The children with dyslexia were recruited via learning support teachers, 128 
and only children who had no additional learning difficulties (e.g. dyspraxia, ADHD, autistic 129 
spectrum disorder, specific language impairment), a nonverbal IQ above 85, and English as 130 
the first language spoken at home were included. All children received a short hearing screen 131 
using an audiometer. Sounds were presented in both the left or right ear at a range of 132 
frequencies (250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000Hz), and all children were sensitive to sounds 133 
at 20dB HL or less for both ears across all frequencies. 134 
 135 
B. Modelling 136 
1.  Derivation of the SAMPH representation. 137 
 The S-AMPH representation was achieved with a two-stage filtering process, 138 
following Leong and Goswami (2016).  First, the raw acoustic signal was band-pass filtered 139 
into 5 spectral bands using a series of adjacent finite impulse response (FIR) filters. These 5 140 
bands were: (1) 100-300 Hz ; (2) 300-700 Hz ; (3) 700-1750 Hz ; (4) 1750-3900 Hz ; and (5) 141 
3900-7250 Hz. Next, the Hilbert envelope was extracted from each of the 5 sub-band filtered 142 
signals. These Hilbert envelopes were then passed through a second series of band-pass filters 143 
in order to isolate the 3 different AM rate bands. These 3 AM rates are designated here delta 144 
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(0.9-2.5 Hz), theta (2.5-12 Hz) and beta/low gamma (12-40 Hz). The result of this two-step 145 
filtering process was a 5 x 3 spectro-temporal representation of the speech envelope, made up 146 
of 15 AMs in total.   147 
2. Phase Synchronisation Index (PSI): A Multi-Timescale Synchronisation Measure. 148 
To compute the phase synchronisation between AMs in the three different temporal 149 
bands, a Phase Synchronisation Index (PSI) was applied, utilising methods originally devised 150 
to quantify the phase synchronisation of two oscillators at different frequencies (Tass et al., 151 
1998; Shack & Weiss 2005). The PSI is calculated as follows, 152 
PSI=|⟨ei(nθ1−mθ2) ⟩|      Equation (1) 153 
where n and m are integers and relate to the frequency ratio of the oscillations, and θ1 and θ2 154 
are the instantaneous phases of the oscillations being compared.  In equation 1, the PSI is the 155 
magnitude of the average difference in the phase angles. This can range from 0 (no 156 
synchronisation) to 1 (complete synchronisation). 157 
Figure 1 illustrates an idealised pair of oscillations, with n:m frequency ratio of 1:2. 158 
The upper pair has a PSI value of 1, the lower pair has a PSI value of 0.4. 159 
 160 
Figure 1 about here 161 
 162 
The temporal synchronisation between the pairs of speech AM bands derived via the 163 
S-AMPH (delta-theta; and theta-beta/low gamma) was computed using the same formulae as 164 
Leong and Goswami (2014), utilising the n:m PSI.  Following Leong and Goswami (2014) 165 
and Leong et al (2014) the n:m PSI ratio used was 2:1 for the delta-theta AMs and 3:1 for the 166 
theta-beta/low gamma AMs. 167 
C.  Speech materials 168 
1. Phoneme deletion task 169 
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The task was based on a task devised by McDougall et al. (1994), who asked children 170 
to listen to a spoken item and delete a target phoneme, for example, “say ‘hift’ without the 171 
/f/”. Task items were designed so that the target response was a real word known to children 172 
(here, ‘hit’). The sounds to be deleted were either initial, medial or final consonant phonemes. 173 
The task comprised 15 trials and the items in the trials (with the target phoneme for deletion 174 
in brackets) were bloo(t) - blue; toe(b) – toe; (b)eel – eel; (g)lamp – lamp; (b)rock  - rock; 175 
(s)trail – trail; c(l)art – cart; s(p)low – slow; s(t)ip – sip; star(p) – star; force(k) – force; bir(l)d 176 
– bird; hi(f)t – hit; ma(k)t – mat; cro(t)ss – cross. These items were recorded for acoustic 177 
analysis by a female speaker of standard Southern British English as both test item (e.g., hift, 178 
starp) and response (e.g. hit, star). The words were recorded digitally using a Bayer Dynamic 179 
cardiod microphone with a Tascam digital tape recorder at a sampling rate of 48 kHz. In 180 
preparation for SAMPH speech analysis each sound file was converted to mono, and down 181 
sampled to 16 kHz in MATLAB©.  The sound files were then manually edited using 182 
Audacity© software to produce eight example .wav files of each word. On average the sound 183 
files were 1s long including 100 ms silence at beginning and end.  In order to equalise for 184 
differences in loudness, each sound file was normalised and scaled to be between +1/-1.    185 
2. Plural Elicitation task. 186 
In English, the change from singular to plural is an example of a single phoneme 187 
change that is important for morphology, as the morpheme s is added to a noun. Berko 188 
(1958) measured children’s production of inflectional morphemes using a plural elicitation 189 
task. Children were asked to produce plural forms for pictured nonword items, for example 190 
describing imaginary animals (e.g., wug – wugs; gutch-gutches). The preschool children 191 
studied by Berko (1958) were very successful with some plural forms (e.g., 91% were 192 
successful with wug-wugs), but not with others (36% were successful for gutch-gutches), 193 
implying that phonology at the rhyme level may have played a role in children’s success in 194 
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this morphology measure (see Cumming et al., 2015). To investigate whether slower AM 195 
phase synchronisation information might also be an acoustic correlate of morphemic 196 
changes, the S-AMPH PSI analyses were applied to the items used in Berko’s (1958) 197 
original plural elicitation task (wug-wugs, lun-luns, tor-tors, heaf-heafs, era-eras, tass-198 
tasses, gutch-gutches, kazh-kazhes, niz-nizzes, glass-glasses). The words were spoken by 199 
the first author (also a female native speaker of British English), and were recorded digitally 200 
using a AKG© C1000S cardioid microphone with a Tascam© DR-100 digital recorder at a 201 
sampling rate of 48 kHz.  For the purposes of the speech analysis 8 examples of each item 202 
were recorded (singular and then plural), giving 160 items for analysis. Each sound file was 203 
then converted to mono, and down sampled to 16 kHz in MATLAB©.  The sound files 204 
were edited using Audacity© software to produce eight example .wav files of each item 205 
(e.g., 8 files for wug, 8 files for wugs). On average, the sound files were 1s long including 206 
100 ms silence at beginning and end.  In order to equalise for differences in loudness, each 207 
sound file was normalised and scaled to be between +1/-1. 208 
 209 
D.  Measures of language, non-verbal IQ, and rise time sensitivity 210 
Participating children received standardised measures of reading and spelling (British 211 
Ability Scales [BAS], Elliott et al, 1996; Test of Word Reading Efficiency [TOWRE], 212 
Torgesen et al., 1999), receptive language development (British Picture Vocabulary Scales 213 
[BPVS], Dunn et al., 1982) and a non-verbal subscale from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale 214 
for Children (WISC-III,Wechsler, 1992: Picture Arrangement). These tasks were 215 
administered at the same time as the phoneme deletion task was administered, and group data 216 
are shown in Table I. A psychoacoustic threshold task measuring sensitivity to amplitude 217 
envelope rise times (1 Rise AXB task, see Goswami et al., 2013 for detail) was also 218 
administered, and the children with dyslexia were significantly less sensitive to rise time than 219 
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both the RL and CA controls. For further detail on the sample, please see Goswami et al. 220 
(2013). 221 
Table I about here 222 
 223 
E. S-AMPH Analysis 1: Phoneme deletion task 224 
The S-AMPH modelling approach was applied to the single-syllable words from the 225 
phoneme deletion task. As the focus of the analysis was the acoustic cues that describe 226 
phonological differences between items, the temporal modulation structure of the items was 227 
analysed in terms of phase synchronisation between pairs of AMs. This enabled description 228 
of the acoustic structure of a given item (e.g., hift), and the acoustic structure of the item 229 
following deletion of the designated phoneme (e.g., hit), in terms of amplitude modulation 230 
structure. From the S-AMPH model output, a phase synchronisation index (PSI) is derived 231 
for the speech it is applied to, ranging from 0 (no synchronisation) to 1 (exact 232 
synchronisation). PSI values are computed for both the delta-theta AM bands and the theta-233 
beta/low gamma AM bands respectively. An example of the output of these analyses for the 234 
item pair hift-hit is provided as Figure 2. 235 
  Figures 2a and 2b  about here  236 
 237 
F. S-AMPH  Analysis 2: Plural elicitation task 238 
The S-AMPH modelling approach was applied to the single-syllable words from the 239 
plural elicitation task using the same computational method as in the phoneme deletion task.  240 
The acoustic structure of a given item (e.g., wug), and the acoustic structure of the item 241 
following pluralisation (e.g., wugs) was described in terms of PSI values for both the delta-242 
theta AM bands and the theta-beta/low gamma AM bands respectively.  243 
 244 
G. Statistical analysis  245 
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For both phoneme deletion and plural elicitation, a three-way repeated measures 246 
ANOVA was conducted, one ANOVA for each task. Each ANOVA used the PSI scores as 247 
the dependent variable and included the factors of AM rate (2 levels, delta-theta and theta-248 
beta/low gamma), Deletion/Pluralisation status (2 levels, item and correct response), and 249 
frequency band (5 levels).  If a significant change in the phase synchronisation (∆PSI) 250 
between one rather than both pairs of bands is a consistent acoustic correlate of phoneme 251 
deletion or plural elicitation, then a significant interaction between Deletion/Pluralisation 252 
status and AM Rate would be expected. 253 
For the phoneme deletion task only, the output of the modelling was also related to 254 
the behavioural data from 94 children who had performed the phoneme deletion task. 255 
Correlations (Spearman’s) between the mean of the children’s performance in the phoneme 256 
deletion task and the mean change in PSI values (∆PSI ) between task items and accurate 257 
responses for both the delta-theta AM bands and the theta-beta/low gamma AM bands were 258 
computed.  This was done separately for each group (DYS, CA, RL).  The word pair bloot-259 
blue was removed from the analysis as all participant groups performed near ceiling levels 260 
(DYS = 93%, CA = 93% RL = 96% correct). Classically, removing the final phoneme from a 261 
single syllable is relatively easy for children, as they can begin saying the item and then leave 262 
off speaking before the end (Yopp, 1988). Also, in this case the target ‘blue’ is a high 263 
frequency word for children, which could explain their excellent performance with this item. 264 
Finally, the errors that children produced in the phoneme deletion task were explored in terms 265 
of their phonological similarity to the target response.   266 
 267 
III RESULTS 268 
The results for the phoneme deletion task are discussed in section III A, and the 269 
results for the plural elicitation task are in section III B. 270 
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A. Phoneme deletion task 271 
1. S-AMPH analysis 272 
The result of the S-AMPH two-step filtering process was a 5 x 3 spectro-temporal 273 
representation of the speech envelope for each word in the task.  A schematic depiction of the 274 
results can be seen in Figures 2a and 2b respectively, showing the S-AMPH representations 275 
of the speech tokens ‘Hift’ and ‘Hit’. 276 
 277 
 278 
2. PSI analysis 279 
The temporal synchronisation between the pairs of speech AM bands derived via the 280 
S-AMPH (delta-theta; and theta-beta/low gamma) was computed following Leong and 281 
Goswami (2014) as described earlier (Section B).  Figure 3 shows the PSI between the pairs 282 
of bands for the speech tokens ‘Hift’ and ‘Hit’. The delta/theta PSIs are shown in the left 283 
hand panel, and the theta/beta low gamma PSIs are shown in the right hand panel. 284 
 Figure 3 about here 285 
  286 
The average magnitude of change in PSI from test item to accurate response, ie the mean 287 
∆PSI, was then calculated by summing the five PSI difference values from the component 288 
spectral bands .  ∆PSI was calculated for both the delta-theta AM PSI values and the theta-289 
beta/low gamma AM PSI values.  This gives two ∆PSI values for each word pair (x and y) 290 
i.e.  ∆PSI(delta-theta) and  ∆PSI(theta-beta/low gamma) as described in equation 2. 291 
  ∆PSI = ∑ |(𝑃𝑆𝐼𝑥𝑖 − 𝑃𝑆𝐼𝑦𝑖)|
𝑛
𝑖=1   , where n = 5 spectral bands Equation (2) 292 
Thus the ∆PSI has the potential range of 0 – 5.    293 
Figure 4 shows the mean of the ∆PSI values for all word pairs in the phoneme deletion task. 294 
 Figure 4 about here. 295 
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 296 
3. Statistical analysis 297 
To determine if there was a significant difference between the delta-theta and the 298 
theta-beta/low gamma ∆PSI scores, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted as 299 
described above (section G). If a change in the phase synchronisation between one rather than 300 
both pairs of AM bands is a consistent acoustic correlate of phoneme deletion, then a 301 
significant interaction between AM Rate and Deletion status would be expected. The 302 
ANOVA showed a significant main effect of AM Rate, F(1,14) = 109.0, p = 0.000, ηρ² = 303 
0.886, because there was a significant difference between the delta-theta PSI (mean = 0.595) 304 
and the theta-beta/low gamma PSI (mean = 0.196). There was also a significant main effect 305 
of Deletion status, F(1,14) = 12.98, p = .003, ηρ²  = 0.481, because the temporal modulation 306 
characteristics of the spoken items as characterised by the S-AMPH modelling changed 307 
consistently with the verbal deletion. Overall, the mean PSI was larger for the items yielded 308 
by the phoneme deletion than for the original items.  There was no significant effect of 309 
Spectral Frequency band, F(4,11) = 2.064, p > .05.  This likely reflected the large range of 310 
spectral shapes for individual items and the variations between the different word pairs. The 311 
theoretically important interaction between AM Rate and Deletion status was also significant, 312 
F(1,14) = 7.25, p = 0.017, ηρ² = 0.341.  This reflected the significantly greater ∆PSI between 313 
delta-theta AMs compared to theta-beta/low gamma AMs following the phoneme deletion.   314 
 315 
4. Correlation analysis 316 
To examine whether children’s performance in the phoneme deletion task was 317 
systematically related to the ∆PSI in the speech signal between test items and correct 318 
responses, children’s scores were correlated with the delta-theta  ∆PSI  and the theta-beta/low 319 
gamma ∆PSI respectively. The proportion of correct phoneme deletion responses produced 320 
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by each group as a function of the delta-theta ∆PSI  is shown in Figure 5a, while the 321 
proportion of correct phoneme deletion responses produced by each group as a function of 322 
the theta-beta/low gamma ∆PSI is shown in Figure 5b. Each point in the figure corresponds 323 
to the respective group mean for a particular item pair. Individual group (DYS, CA, RL) 324 
Spearman’s rank correlations were computed. For delta-theta phase alignment, the proportion 325 
of correct phoneme deletion responses produced by the children with dyslexia decreased 326 
significantly as the ∆PSI for the delta-theta AM bands increased, r = -.593, p = .025. For the 327 
CA participants, the proportion of correct phoneme deletion responses was unrelated to the 328 
changes in delta-theta PSIs. The younger RL-matched participants showed a similar pattern 329 
to the children with dyslexia, however this effect was not significant, r = -.478, p = .08.  No 330 
correlations were significant for the theta-beta/low gamma ∆PSI values. Figure 6 depicts 331 
performance by item as a function of group and delta-theta ∆PSI. The decrease in 332 
performance of the children with dyslexia and the younger RL control children as ∆PSI 333 
values increased is visible. 334 
 Figures 5a, 5b, 6 about here 335 
5.  Error analysis 336 
Analysis of the errors that the children produced revealed a variety of wrong answers 337 
(range 2 – 10) as well as null responses where the child did not give a response or said “I 338 
don’t know”. For example, for the item toeb (toe), the errors produced by children were 339 
always either “too” or “tab”, whereas for the item crots (cross), children produced 10 340 
different errors including “cots”, “crops”, “crow” and “crot”. For the children with dyslexia, 341 
the range of different errors produced was significantly related to the magnitude of the delta-342 
theta PSI difference between the test item and the target response, r = .704, p = .005. For the 343 
younger RL-matched children, the relationship was also significant, r = .592, p = .026. For 344 
the CA children the correlation was not significant, r = .158, however this group also made a 345 
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smaller number of errors. There was no correlation between the magnitude of the difference 346 
in the theta-beta/low gamma PSI and the range of different errors produced for any of the 347 
groups.  348 
 349 
B. Plural Elicitation  350 
1.  S-AMPH analysis 351 
 352 
The average magnitude of the ∆PSI for the spoken items before and after pluralisation 353 
(also averaged across all 10 word pairs, such as wug-wugs) is shown in Figure 7 for each pair 354 
of AM bands (delta-theta; theta-beta/low gamma). As the figure shows, there is a larger 355 
change in synchronisation (i.e. a larger ∆PSI) between the delta-theta AM bands as a result of 356 
pluralisation compared to the theta-beta/low gamma AM bands. Hence one acoustic correlate 357 
of pluralisation appears to be a significant difference in temporal synchronisation between the 358 
delta-theta AMs in the spoken items. The acoustic difference between single and plural forms 359 
appears focused on the slower temporal modulations.   360 
   Figure 7 about here 361 
2. PSI analysis 362 
To determine if there was a significant difference between the delta-theta and the 363 
theta-beta/low gamma ∆PSI scores, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted as 364 
described above (Section G). If a change in the phase synchronisation between one rather 365 
than both pairs of AM bands is a consistent acoustic correlate of pluralisation, then a 366 
significant interaction between AM Rate and Pluralisation status would be expected. The 367 
ANOVA showed a significant main effect of AM Rate, F(1,9) = 115.6, p <.000, ηρ² = 0.92. 368 
The mean PSI value for delta-theta AM synchronisation was significantly larger (mean = 369 
0.516, standard error = 0.03) than the mean PSI value for theta-beta/low gamma AM 370 
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synchronisation (mean = 0.202, standard error = 0.01). There was also a significant main 371 
effect of Pluralisation status, F(1,9) = 16.96, p = .003, ηρ² = 0.653. The mean PSI value was 372 
larger for the singular form (mean = 0.390, SE = 0.02) than the plural form (mean = 0.327, 373 
SE = 0.02). The main effect of Spectral Band was not significant, F(4,6) = .440, p > .05. 374 
Again, this likely reflected the large range of spectral shape and the variations between the 375 
different word pairs. There was also a significant interaction between AM Rate and 376 
Pluralisation status, F(1,9) = 18.70, p = .002, ηρ² = 0.675. This interaction arose because the 377 
∆PSI for the delta-theta AM bands summed across all the spectral frequency bands was 378 
significantly greater for the plural forms of the words compared to the singular forms. There 379 
was no significant difference in the ∆PSI across bands for the theta-beta/low gamma band 380 
AMs accompanying pluralisation.  381 
These analyses suggest that the acoustic differences in the temporal modulation 382 
structure of singular versus plural forms in English are primarily in the phase synchronisation 383 
between the slower AM bands in the speech signal. As pluralisation in English often involves 384 
the addition of a single phoneme (the morpheme s), the acoustic dominance of the slower 385 
modulation bands (delta and theta) appears to provide convergent data with the phoneme 386 
deletion task analysed previously, namely that slow AM information plays a role in 387 
successful responding in what are classically considered changes in phoneme-level 388 
information. As will be recalled however, Berko utilised two forms of plural item, wug-wugs 389 
and gutch-gutches. The second morphological form involves the addition of a syllable (a 390 
schwa sound and then the phoneme /s/ or /z/) rather than the addition of a single phoneme. In 391 
order to examine whether the acoustic correlate of the inflectional morpheme (a significant 392 
delta-theta ∆PSI) would be consistent across these two forms of pluralisation, a second 393 
analysis was carried out to compare the two types of pluralisation. A second repeated 394 
measures ANOVA identical to the first was run, but adding the factor Type of Plural (‘s’ or 395 
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‘es’), again taking the PSI scores for the items of each type of plural as the dependent 396 
variable. The main effect of Type of Plural (‘s’ vs ‘es’) was not significant, F(1,8) = .309, 397 
p>.05. As in the earlier analysis, the ANOVA showed significant main effects of AM Rate, 398 
F(1,8) = 106.8, p <.000, ηρ² = 0.93, and Pluralisation status, F(1,8) = 16.78, p = .003, ηρ² = 399 
0.677, but no effect of Spectral Band, F(4,5) =1.61, p > .05.  There was again a significant 400 
interaction between AM Rate and Pluralisation status, F(1,8) = 15.97, p = .004, ηρ² = 0.667, 401 
because there was a significant delta-theta ∆PSI for the plural forms of the words compared 402 
to the singular forms. All other interactions were non-significant.  403 
 404 
IV DISCUSSION 405 
 406 
Given that recent models of the neural encoding of speech suggest a core role for 407 
amplitude modulation (AM) structure, particularly regarding AM phase alignment, here we 408 
analysed spoken items in child speech tasks from an AM perspective. Our aim was to 409 
investigate whether speech tasks that measure linguistic development in children may exhibit 410 
systematic properties regarding their AM structure. In particular, we investigated whether the 411 
phase synchronisation between slower and faster rates of energy in the speech signal was 412 
related systematically to phonological and morphological changes. The modelling of AM 413 
phase relations can in principle reveal acoustic parameters likely to be related to phonological 414 
and morphological learning by cortical oscillatory networks. The S-AMPH model was 415 
applied to two tasks used to index phonological and morphological development respectively.  416 
The first analysis used the spoken items in a phoneme deletion task, a task frequently 417 
used to measure children’s phonological awareness. In terms of classic linguistic theory, as 418 
this task measures awareness of phoneme-level changes in the speech signal, its acoustic 419 
structure should reflect the phonetic segment or distinctive feature level (Stevens, 1980; 420 
Blumstein & Stevens, 1981). In multi-time resolution models of neural speech processing, 421 
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faster (beta- and gamma-band) information should be most important for detecting and 422 
manipulating phonetic segments and distinctive features (e.g., Giraud & Poeppel, 2012). 423 
Counter-intuitively regarding multi-time resolution models, the S-AMPH modelling revealed 424 
that the consistent acoustic correlate of phoneme deletion was a greater change in the phase 425 
synchronisation index (a greater ∆PSI) between the slower delta- and theta-rate AM bands. 426 
The ∆PSI between the faster AM bands (theta and beta/low gamma) did not relate in any 427 
systematic way to phoneme deletion for the items studied. In a second analysis, the S-AMPH 428 
model was applied to the spoken items in a plural elicitation task, a measure widely-used with 429 
children to index the development of inflectional morphology (Berko, 1958). Mirroring the 430 
phoneme deletion task, the consistent acoustic correlate for the morphemic change explored 431 
was the degree of change in phase synchronisation, ∆PSI, between the slower rates of 432 
amplitude modulation, delta and theta. Additional analysis of the plural elicitation task 433 
confirmed that this continued to be the case even when the morphemic change was analysed 434 
in linguistic terms of adding a phoneme (wug-wugs) versus adding a syllable (gutch-gutches). 435 
At the acoustic level, it was thus slow amplitude information that correlated consistently with 436 
the inflectional morpheme. 437 
Consequently, the analyses suggest that sensitivity to the magnitude of phase 438 
synchronisation between slower AM bands may be of importance regarding individual 439 
differences in children’s phonological and morphological awareness. This finding is 440 
consistent with a recent neural study revealing that low frequency cortical oscillations (delta 441 
and theta) in themselves carry phonetic information (Di Liberto et al., 2015). The S-AMPH 442 
modelling has implications for the sensory/neural basis of phonological and morphological 443 
learning by children, for the acoustic cues that may support the computation of phonology 444 
and grammar, and for developmental disorders of language learning such as developmental 445 
dyslexia and SLI.  446 
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Regarding the sensory/neural basis for phonological development, we have argued 447 
that early phonological learning is supported by the acoustic hierarchy of AMs that is found 448 
when child-directed speech is highly rhythmic (Goswami & Leong, 2013; Leong & 449 
Goswami, 2015). From this AM-perspective, sensitivity to the phase alignment between the 450 
different AM bands in the speech signal could play an important role in linguistic 451 
development. To investigate the AM structure of child-directed speech, the S-AMPH 452 
amplitude demodulation approach was originally applied to English nursery rhymes. The 453 
modelling showed that the core statistical dependencies in English nursery rhymes were 454 
described by 3 hierarchically-nested AM tiers in temporal rate bands corresponding neurally 455 
to delta-, theta- and beta/low gamma-rate oscillations, with centre frequencies of ~2 Hz (delta 456 
band), ~5 Hz (theta band) and ~20 Hz (beta band; Leong & Goswami, 2015). Leong and 457 
Goswami (2015) argued that these AM bands formed a nested relational acoustic structure 458 
that in principle could support the extraction by young learners of the phonological hierarchy 459 
of stressed syllables, syllables, and onset-rime units in speech (via an automatic process of 460 
neural entrainment). If the infant brain does entrain automatically to these acoustic statistical 461 
dependencies, and if cortical entrainment is temporally accurate, then the amplitude 462 
modulation structure of speech would by itself facilitate the emergence of a rudimentary 463 
phonological system. The plural elicitation modelling presented here is also supportive of a 464 
role for the acoustic hierarchy of AMs in morphological development. The development of 465 
both phonological and morphological knowledge by children would nevertheless also be 466 
facilitated by additional acoustic cues, including rapidly-changing cues, as well as by a rich 467 
set of social learning mechanisms (e.g., Kuhl, 2007). 468 
Regarding the computation of phonology and grammar, the current studies add 469 
important acoustic information concerning the basis for phoneme awareness and plural 470 
elicitation to this temporal modulation perspective on language development. On multi-time 471 
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resolution models of speech processing, the phoneme-level changes measured by the 472 
phoneme deletion and plural elicitation tasks should be dependent acoustically on rapid 473 
temporal modulations (particularly gamma-band AM information, Giraud & Poeppel, 2012). 474 
However, the modelling presented here showed that the acoustic changes that consistently 475 
accompanied phoneme deletion or pluralisation were related to the magnitude of the change 476 
in synchronisation between delta- and theta-rate AMs in the speech signal: slower temporal 477 
modulations. Universal features of linguistic processing, such as automatic neural tracking of 478 
the slower temporal modulation patterns in the speech envelope, may hence contribute to 479 
both morphological and phonological development across languages in ways that are 480 
unexpected within the theoretical context of models of language that assume that phonemic 481 
information relies only on rapid acoustic changes. The S-AMPH modelling data suggest a 482 
key role for slower amplitude modulations and their phase alignment in both phonological 483 
and morphological development, particularly regarding individual differences between 484 
children. In our view, mechanisms such as AM phase synchronisation should be regarded as 485 
complementary acoustic factors to those identified by more traditional linguistic analyses 486 
(Blumstein & Stevens, 1979). The data reported here are quite consistent with data showing 487 
that the brain uses transient cues during speech processing. The current findings suggest only 488 
that, at least for the two developmental speech tasks analysed here, individual differences in 489 
early morphological and phonological learning may depend critically on children’s sensitivity 490 
to slow AMs and to delta-theta AM phase synchronisation. 491 
Finally, regarding developmental disorders of language learning, children with 492 
developmental dyslexia are known from related work to show functionally atypical neuronal 493 
entrainment to speech in the delta band (Molinaro et al., 2016; Power et al., 2013, 2016), 494 
which would affect the accuracy of delta-theta phase synchronisation. In the behavioural 495 
analyses reported here, children with dyslexia were found to make more errors in the 496 
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phoneme deletion task as the delta-theta ∆PSI increased. These are the same children who 497 
showed atypical delta-band entrainment to speech in the EEG studies reported by Power et al. 498 
(2013, 2016). The behavioural findings are consistent with a neural developmental model that 499 
accords a primary role to slower temporal modulations in the successful development of a 500 
phonological system by the child’s brain. Note further that adult data (Doelling et al., 2014) 501 
implicate acoustic sensitivity to AM rise times as critical for automatic neural entrainment to 502 
AMs in the speech signal. Children with both developmental dyslexia (Goswami, 2015) and 503 
with developmental disorders of spoken language (previously termed Specific Language 504 
Impairment, SLI) have amplitude envelope rise time processing difficulties (e.g., Corriveau et 505 
al., 2007; Beattie & Manis, 2012; Cumming et al., 2015). According to the analyses presented 506 
here, these rise time impairments could affect childrens’ ability to learn both phonological 507 
and morphological information from the speech signal. The acoustic structure of the 508 
amplitude envelope alone may carry significant information to support phonological and 509 
morphological learning by children.  510 
 One limitation of the study is that only two, similar (female native southern British 511 
English) voices were analysed. However, for the phoneme deletion task, the same speaker 512 
provided the speech tokens when delivered as stimuli to the children.  Hence the behavioural 513 
correlations provided a direct comparison between the acoustic structure of the speech stimuli 514 
and the children’s performance on the task. The investigation of different voices (and 515 
accents) would, no doubt, produce their own unique values of phase synchronisation. 516 
However, theoretically we predict that the significant change  in the phase synchronisation 517 
(the ∆PSI) between the tokens used to measure phonological and morphological learning 518 
would still be predominantly between the delta-theta AM bands, rather than the theta-519 
beta/low gamma AM bands, as was the case for the two example voices analysed here. 520 
 521 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 522 
In two modelling studies applying an S-AMPH model of the speech signal, the 523 
consistent acoustic correlate of the phonological and morphological changes in English 524 
speech tasks used with young children was found to be the degree of phase synchronisation 525 
change, ∆PSI, between AMs in the delta- and theta-rate bands in the signal. Even though 526 
successful performance in both the phonological and morphological tasks studied (phoneme 527 
deletion and inflectional morphology for plurals) apparently required phonemic sensitivity, 528 
phase synchronisation between the faster temporal rate bands in speech (theta with beta/low 529 
gamma) did not contribute in any systematic way to the single-phoneme phonological nor 530 
morphological changes studied. Rather, slower temporal modulation information was critical 531 
acoustically for successful task responding in each case. These data suggest that the sound 532 
systems of natural languages which form the basis for phonological and morphological 533 
learning by children may be structured in other or additional ways than by individual 534 
segments and features. This possibility is also supported by behavioural data from children. 535 
Children with developmental dyslexia made significantly more phoneme deletion errors as 536 
the magnitude of delta-theta ∆PSI between item (hift) and response (hit) increased. When 537 
phase synchronisation changes were larger, the dyslexic children made significantly more 538 
errors and also produced a significantly greater range of different erroneous responses. A 539 
similar pattern was apparent for the younger typically-developing children (the RL controls), 540 
suggestive of a developmental effect regarding phonological learning. As the delta-theta ∆PSI  541 
increases, the similarity space of phonologically-similar words also increases, making the 542 
correct answer more difficult to identify. In view of these data, it could be fruitful to apply an 543 
amplitude modulation approach to analysing the acoustic structure of different speech tasks 544 
used to measure the development of inflectional morphology and phonological awareness in 545 
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different languages. Such modelling may reveal unanticipated acoustic similarities and 546 
differences in the tasks used across languages, for example in terms of AM phase alignment.  547 
 548 
  549 
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   651 
Table I. Participant Characteristics by Group. 652 
 DYS 
N = 41 
CA 
N = 29 
RL 
N= 24 
One-way 
ANOVA F(2,93) 
Age in monthsa 136.9 
(13.5) 
136.1 
(12.6) 
109.8 
(7.1) 
45.3*** 
Reading age in monthsb 106.5 
(19.3) 
150.9 
(23.2) 
113.5 
(19.4) 
42.2*** 
BAS SSc 84.1 
(10.1) 
109.8 
(10.9) 
103.3 
(13.3) 
50.0*** 
TOWRE Real Words 
SSc 
86.9 
(10.7) 
104.8 
(9.9) 
106.3 
(10.3) 
37.1*** 
TOWRE Nonwords SSd 86.3 
(9.7) 
109.8 
(12.4) 
101.9 
(12.9) 
38.1*** 
BAS Spelling SSc 81.7 
(10.0) 
105.1 
(8.8) 
103.2 
(13.0) 
53.7*** 
BPVS SS 102.7 
(12.1) 
108.3 
(8.7) 
106.4 
(8.8) 
2.7 
WISC NVIQe 14.2 
(4.3) 
13.7 
(3.2) 
14.0 
(4.7) 
0.09 
Phoneme deletion d 
(out of 15) 
8.1 
(2.8) 
11.6 
(2.3) 
9.4 
(3.1) 
13.8*** 
1-Rise AXB threshold f 
(ms) 
104.9 
(73.1) 
41.6 
(31.7) 
46.0 
(21.0) 
12.4*** 
 653 
Note. DYS = participants with dyslexia, CA = chronological age matched controls, RL = reading level 654 
matched controls, BAS = British Ability Scales, SS = standard score, TOWRE = Test of Word 655 
Reading Efficiency, BPVS = British Picture Vocabulary Scales (receptive vocabulary), NVIQ = 656 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children Picture Naming Scaled Score (out of 10). Standard 657 
deviations are shown in parentheses. *** p< .001  658 
a CA = DYS < RL; b CA > DYS = RL; c RL = CA > DYS; d DYS < CA, RL; RL < CA: e Scaled Score 659 
mean = 10, SD = 1.5; f DYS < CA = RL 660 
 661 
  662 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 663 
Figure 1.  Idealised illustration of delta-theta phase synchronisation.  The two plots show 664 
oscillations at 4 Hz (dashed line) and 2 Hz (solid line). For the upper plot the oscillations are 665 
synchronised, hence the PSI = 1.  For the lower plot the 4 Hz oscillation has frequency 666 
modulation resulting in a reduction in synchronisation, the PSI = 0.4.    667 
 Figure 2.a) S-AMPH depiction of the waveforms for the word ‘HIFT’.  Modulation bands A 668 
= Delta, B = Theta, C = Beta/low Gamma; each with five spectral bands: 100 – 300 Hz, 300 – 669 
700 Hz, 700 – 1750 Hz, 1750 – 3900 Hz, 3900 – 7250 Hz. 670 
Figure 2. b) S-AMPH depiction of the waveforms for the word ‘HIT’.  Modulation bands A 671 
= Delta, B = Theta, C = Beta/low Gamma; each with five spectral bands: 100 – 300 Hz, 300 – 672 
700 Hz, 700 – 1750 Hz, 1750 – 3900 Hz, 3900 – 7250 Hz. 673 
Figure 3. Delta-theta and theta-beta/low gamma PSI values for the medial phoneme deletion 674 
item HIFT-HIT. The plots show the 5 spectral bands. The left hand plot shows delta-theta PSI 675 
values and the right hand plot shows theta-beta/low gamma PSI values. 676 
Figure 4. The mean magnitude of ∆PSI for the word pairs in the phoneme deletion task. 677 
Values are shown for the delta-theta AM bands, and the theta-beta/low gamma AM bands, 678 
respectively. Error bars show standard errors. 679 
Figure 5a. Schematic depiction of the Spearman correlations between the delta-theta PSI 680 
values and children’s performance by group (CA, DYS, RL) on the phoneme deletion task. 681 
Each point in the figure corresponds to the respective group mean for a particular item pair. 682 
Figure 5b. Schematic depiction of the Spearman correlations between the theta- beta/low 683 
gamma PSI values and children’s performance by group (CA, DYS, RL) on the phoneme 684 
deletion task. Each point in the figure corresponds to the respective group mean for a 685 
particular item pair. 686 
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Figure 6. Delta-Theta PSI difference for item pairs shown in ascending order. The proportion 687 
correct for each of the groups is marked as a value from 0 – 1. The ∆PSI is also shown in 688 
values from 0 – 1 using the same scale. The groups are respectively dyslexic DYS; 689 
chronological age matched control group CA; and reading level matched control group RL.  690 
Figure 7. The mean magnitude of ∆PSI between the delta-theta PSI values and the theta-691 
beta/low gamma PSI values as a result of pluralisation. Error bars show standard errors. 692 
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